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How do people recognize nature? What does the recognition mean in the relationship between nature 

and man? People have diverse viewpoints when they see natural objects. Especially, how to classify and 

name them may show in the simplest way how people have recognized and exploited nature. 

This paper investigates the realities and changes of grouping and naming of natural objects, mainly 

abalone and a shellfish that has been regarded highly valuable for a long time, to examine the cultural 

meaning of folk taxonomy. Moreover, this study is aimed at revealing how they are related to the modern 

life. In one word, the objective of this study is to assess the significance of folk classification in life and 

cultural systems.

In addition to biological names such as scientific names and standard Japanese names, there are regional 

names, on which the studies of folk taxonomy have focused. On the other hand, there are a variety of classi-

fications and names used in the commercial distribution stage after fish are transferred from nature to man. 

They are regarded as market names or commercial names. Although the studies of folk taxonomy have 

paid little attention to them, investigating how fish are classified and named through economic activities by 

the time they are delivered to consumers is essential for the folklore studies that also cover modern times.

In the research target area, Sajima (Yokosuka City, Kanagawa Prefecture), “kê (kai)” usually means 

abalone. It has two different names, naminoko and kê, according to its stage of growth. Moreover, according 

to folk taxonomy, kê is further classified into three types: kurokke, matakê, and marukke. This classifica-

tion agrees with biological taxonomy.

The grouping and naming of abalone by Sajima fishermen reflect their life and cultural systems as well 

as constitute them. On the other hand, the classification and naming by fisheries cooperatives and markets 

are used for market or commercial names. While following traditional classifications and names by fisher-

men, market and commercial names have been established after changes that clearly reflect commerciality 

such as sales strategies of fisheries cooperatives, convenience in the distribution system, needs of bro-

kers, and preference of consumers. There has been a tendency that more versatile grouping and naming 

methods that are easy for consumers to understand can survive the changes. It is discovered, however, 

that at the same time, they also tend to become more fractionated and complicated for differentiation and 

branding purposes. 
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